
 

While our shoes are based on a child’s age range, it’s important to measure 

your child’s feet to make sure you are buying the best size for them!   

1.  Print out Size Finder. 

2.  While your child is standing, align their heel with the “Place 
Heel Here” marking and draw a line at the tip of the longest toe. 
Repeat with the other foot and use the larger measurement, as 
little feet are often different sizes.

* If your child will wear socks with their shoes, please measure 
their feet while wearing socks. 

3.  Measure the distance from heel to toe and add a 1/2 inch 
(1.3cm), which allows for proper foot development and room to 
grow.

4.  Determine their size using the charts below, and you’re done! 

* Note: when in between sizes, it’s best to choose the next 
size up.

**Please Note**
MY MOCS and MY SHOES fit differently.

Please double check the size charts before ordering.

OUR SIZING* US SIZING EU SIZING LENGTH
  (in months) (Canada/US) (Europe) (in inches)

    0-6  2.0-3.0  16-17  3.75”  (9.5cm)

     6-12  3.5-4.0  18  4.25” (10.8cm)

    12-18  4.5-5.0  19  4.75” (12cm)

    18-24  5.5-6.5  20-21  5” (12.7cm)

    24-30  7.0-7.5  22  5.5” (14cm)

    30-36  8.0  23-24  5.75” (14.6cm)

‘MY MOCS/MY MOCS BOOTS’ Size Chart (inside length)

Size Finder

Measure foot length when baby is standing.
Allow 1/2” extra for growth when sizing.
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OUR SIZING* US SIZING EU SIZING LENGTH
  (in months) (Canada/US) (Europe) (in inches)

    6-12  4.0-4.5  19  4.5” (11.4cm)

    12-18  5.0-5.5  20  5” (12.7cm)

    18-24  6.0-7.0  21-22  5.25” (13.3cm)

    24-30  7.5-8.0  23  5.75” (14.6cm)

     30-36 8.5-9.0  24  6”  (15.2cm)

 

‘MY SHOES/MY BOOTS’ Size Chart (inside length)

**Add 1/2" to your child's foot measurement & select the length in the chart above
to determine the correct size. **  Ie: child's longest foot is 4" - choose size 12-18M

**
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